29: Mythical twins, carved from stone
Wonder what they’ve got on loan?
WHAT’S BETWEEN THE TWINS?

SWANAGE CARNIVAL ADULT FOOT TREASURE HUNT 2019
CASTLE / SHIELD (ON LIBRARY WALL)
Continue q E. 

30: Four lamps, two flagpoles, and the sun
They’re helping you to have such fun!
HOW HAVE THEY SUPPORTED CARNIVAL?

Sponsored by The Anchor Inn
On Swanage streets you’ll take a walk
Looking carefully, like a hawk
Rhyming couplets for the clues,
All your wits you’ll need to use

ANCHOR INN SPONSORED THIS HUNT
Follow road round to left; q NE. 

31: Opening onto more than one street
A single door – now that’s some feat!
WHAT’S THE GOOD CAUSE?

FIGHTING BREAST CANCER / GOING FOR BUST
Follow road round to q N.

32: Leaning out toward the road,
Maybe hunting for a toad?
WHAT ANIMALS MIGHT IT FIND INSTEAD?

BEAVERS (OWL BIRD SCARER)
Continue q N. 

33: Now the time has nearly gone,
Here’s a boat, a globe, a swan
AND WHAT ELSE?

A TRAIN (ON MOWLEM CLOCK)

From the ‘van upon the front
In the adult treasure hunt!
NOTE: The route involves several sets of steps, and crosses grassed areas
ORIENTATION: Standing at the Carnival caravan the sea is East (E), the Mowlem to the South (S).
SYMBOLS: The eye symbol  at the end of a clue indicates that the next clue, or part of it, can be seen
from, or is in the vicinity of, the current clue. You will probably need to go to it to solve it!
The walking man symbol: q followed by a compass point: N, E, S or W, at the end of a clue
indicates the direction in which you need to walk to find the next clue.
PLEASE RESPECT THE PRIVACY OF HOME OWNERS.
NO TRESPASSING IS REQUIRED TO SOLVE ANY OF THE CLUES
From the carnival caravan, q S. .

Pic3
You’ve finished! Finally, please just complete the tie-breaker:
Write a rhyming couplet AND answer for this question: WHY CALL 0800 068 4145?
(Please don’t call it!)

1: Once you came for health and pleasure
Now you come to hunt for “treasure”
WHO LIVED AT THE OLD WATCH HOUSE?

THIS IS THE NUMBER TO CALL TO REPORT A PROBLEM; FOUND ON EVERY LAMPPOST!
.
.

2: Ascend the ramp, see seven of these
Six alike, one disagrees
WHAT DOESN’T ONE OF THEM HAVE?

Please fill in your details CLEARLY below and hand in your entry at the Carnival
Caravan by 4pm on Friday 3rd August. Prize winners will be notified as soon as
possible (within a week I hope!) Thank you & good luck to everyone!
Derek TP
NAME
PHONE
EMAIL
Contact details will be used only to notify the winners
Answers will be available on the Carnival website at: www.swanagecarnival.com
Comments welcomed:

3: Six triangles in a ring;
Matching pairs – now there’s a thing!
WHAT COLOUR TRIANGLES?

the handover to me! Derek TP
* Please be assured that clues 20, 21 and 22 are unconnected – just an unfortunate sequence!

CRENELLATED TOPS (STONE ‘TOWERS’)

RED, WHITE AND BLUE
Head for the top of the hill q N. 

4: Mercurial messenger, caduceus holding
Above a globe, with ribbon folding
WHAT’S THE MOTTO?

CERTA CITO (SWIFT SURE)

q NW to road junction; cross carefully and continue q N (pop in to Sandpit field for the carnival stalls,
refreshments and activities if you wish!); past Walrond Road and go q E. through low wooden gate
5: Why do these ascend the wall
Maybe leading to a fall?
HOW MANY STEPS?

FIVE

q E.

This is my first Treasure Hunt, having taken over from Norman, whom I
would like to thank for the past five years of clues, and for his assistance with

ARTHUR FIELD (ART TRAIL WRITE-UP)
Up the slope q W.

Bear right and follow the path q N.

.

Perhaps you could get your brain cells working on it while enjoying some much deserved refreshments
at our sponsors, The Anchor Inn.

Comment [DTP1]: Library

6: The view from here helps to recall
The celebrated Albert Hall
WHOSE CANINE FRIENDS WERE NEARBY?

“JB” (PLAQUE ON BENCH)
Down via steps to seafront then q N.

7: They named it twice, it was so good
Once in stone, again in wood
WHAT IS IT?

CLIFF COTTAGE (2 NAME PLAQUES)

18: From Cinderford comes this invention
Registered for copying prevention
WHAT’S ITS NUMBER?

Continue q N., then left up passageway; cross road, right, then follow finger post q W.
8: If you’re having déjà vu,
Please look back to the fifth clue
HOW MANY THIS TIME?

SEVEN (STEPS)

Continue q S to end, then q W.
19: A sign for drivers, they must heed
On no account, exceed this speed
HOW FAST CAN THEY GO?

20: Nina’s dogs are not too shabby
But there’s a cat, a ginger tabby
WHERE’S THE CAT?

GOLF / PUTTING

21: If you have a dangerous cable
Always use a safety label!
HOW SHOCKING IS THIS?

THE PITCHFORK (HOUSE NAME)

22: A memorial here, from those who knew
A feline friend of footplate crew
WHEN DID RINGWOOD DIE? *

Continue q E. then turn q S. along track to crossroads, then q W.
12: Milli’s over metres, or inches over feet
Either way the layout is really rather neat
WHAT DIAMETER WATER PIPE?

3 INCHES (FIRE HYDRANT)
Continue q W. 

13: Lower than its namesake, at the top of a climb
It’s just by a gap, with which it does rhyme
WHICH COLOUR?
14: Both with hats upon their head
Are these bakers with their bread?
WHAT ARE THEY ON?

GOLDEN CAP
Down steps q SW. 

WEATHERVANE
To end of passageway, then q S.

15: So many years of standing fast
In sturdy iron it was cast
WHO WAS KING WHEN THIS WAS MADE?

GEORGE V (POST BOX)

Helps to keep our kids alive
WHAT IMAGE?

CHILDREN CROSSING (ROAD SIGN)

2015 (RAILWAY CAT GRAVESTONE)
Stay where you are! 

23: Bulleid’s finest, charging through
Instead of green, this one’s blue
WHERE ARE YOU?
IN THE STRONG COUNTRY (MURAL ABOVE TURNTABLE)
Exit through the gate and q SE down to the main road. Take care, no pavement! Left at main road q E.
24: They buy and sell, and take away
They’ll even sell you time of day
WHAT DON’T THEY DO ANY MORE? SELF-DRIVE VAN HIRE (BISHOPS’, FADED SIGN)

q E. At the second “spring”, turn right. q S.
25: Here you find a fearsome Leo
Just one more, there’d be a trio
WHAT’S THEIR ADDRESS?

1 SPRING HILL (STATUE + DOOR KNOCKER)

Bear left at Easter, pass April, and arrive at Purbeck. Bear right q SE. and right again. q S.
26: Looking round from up on high
The irony is, he couldn’t fly!
WHAT IS HE/SHE?

Continue q S. 
16: An image from nineteen sixty-five

2500 VOLTS (SIGNS ON BRIDGE PARAPET)
Right q W. and through low wooden gate

q SW. out of gate, turn sharp left q E.
11: A fork in the road could be a junction
This fork on the wall has a different function
WHAT SORT OF FORK?

IN ROUND WINDOW AT END OF HOUSE
Follow road to left q S. (no footpath – careful!)

Bear right q SW. 
10: Small balls to the left, or large to the right
Sit facing the large, the small’s out of sight
WHAT GAME WOULD YOU PLAY WITH THE SMALL?

5 MPH (BY TRAIN TRACKS)
Continue q W.

Continue q W. then left at clubhouse q S. 
9: My initials are many, both after and fore
My dates are an anagram, remembered of yore
WHAT’S MY SURNAME?
G.W.S. DE JERSEY MA MB 1927 – 1972 (BENCH)

1401756 (WATER ACCESS COVER)

PENGUIN
Up the hill q S.

27: Imported from a far-away town
I’m painted black all up and down
WHICH CITY AM I FROM?

LONDON (BOLLARDS)

q S. to main road; turn left q E., cross zebra crossing
17: Inspired by dancing on the telly
Come on in? Not on your Nelly!
WHERE?

ROQUAINE COURT (STRICTLY NO ENTRY)
Continue q S.

28: Building works in ’ninety-six
Used lots of stone, but zero bricks
WHAT WAS THE BUILDING CALLED WHEN BUILT? THE ARCADE (NOW EARTHLIGHTS)
Continue q E. 

